The Tech

Harvard Takes Two Cup Races; Tech Close in Frosh Lightult

you are so right, and others. The news is included in this

fection in the 500th spot.

Harvard captured the Eight Cup, whipping Dartmouth by two lengths and the Engineers by five, with a

clocking of 7:14.4 for the Henley
distances. The Cantabs led all the way after starting the count at 24 while MIT was striking 32.

The Beavers held second at the
distance but faded in the stretch and placed

seventh behind Harvard, Dartmouth and Princeton in the JV heavy-

weight encounter.

In the Lightweight JV skirmish

the Cantabs again showed their superiority, running the line four lengths ahead of Dartmouth. MIT ended a
distant third.

MIT also finished fourth of

sailors of the Crimson, Tigers and Green in the

freshmen's struggle and third be-

hind Harvard and Dartmouth in the

third light race. In other heavyweight

rats Princeton's third varsity de-

feated the Crimson over the long

route in the early afternoon and Har-

vard's third fresh win victoriest.

WANTED

for THE TECH. We can sell

classify ads for THE TECH. We can sell

your ads in the following:

New Anything... old cars, books, radios, etc.

WANTED

your ads in the following:

Marley Chiller

Wash - Wednesday & Thursday

Between 7-10 p.m.

Speed Wash

Corner of Austin & Columbia

Municipal Parking In Rear

FREE

HOW THAT RING GETS AROUND!

THE TAREYTON RING MARKS THE REAL THING!

HERE'S HOW TAREYTON'S DUAL FILTER WORKS:

1. It combines an efficient pure white outer filter...

2. with a unique inner filter of activated charcoal... which has been definitely proved to make the smoke of a cigarette milder and smoother.

NEW DUAL FILTER Tareyton

Product of The American Tobacco Company - Deline in our white news.